
Introduction

CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Real-Time Operating Systems

A Real time operating system (RTOS) includes two components, viz., “Real-Time”

and  “Operating  System”. An  RTOS  Is  a  multitasking  operating  system  for  the

functions  which  needs  to  meet  the  deadlines  and  which  functions  in  real  time

constraints. An operating system (OS) is a set of system calls  that implements an

interface among system hardware and application software. Kernel is the main part of

the operating system. Kernel is the protected part of the OS which operates in the

authoritative mode while the application software works in the user mode.The kernel

has  management functions for processes, resources,IO subsystems. RTOS provides

many functions like priority management, preemption, priority inheritance, process

predictability, memory management Asynchronous IO Functions.

RTOS is therefore an operating system that supports applications in the real time by

delivering a logically correct result at intervals where the deadline has been requested.

However, basic structure is comparable to regular OS, it also provides mechanisms to

enable tasks to be scheduled in real time. While operating systems in real time may or

may not increase execution speed, they may give more accurate character. 

Fig 1.1 A Diagram Illustrating Real Time Embedded System with RTOS

An RTOS implements running the user threads in kernel space so that they executed

fast.It also implements efficient handling of the ISRs, device drivers, ISTs, taks.
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1.2  Real Time Operating System Classification

A system is said to be real time, if it is required to complete its work and deliver

its services in time. There are two types of real-time systems

1. Hard real-time systems
2. Soft real-time systems

1.2.1 Hard Real Time Systems

Hard real  -  time systems need strict  timing to  meet  deadlines  or misleading

actions may occur. There is no flexibility in the time constraints otherwise a

collision  may occur.  Few examples  of  hard real  time systems are air  traffic

system control, subsystem control, nuclear power plant control. We will see one

the example about where we use hard real time system.When the auto - pilot

experiences a necessary collision with a nearby object, it immediately changes

the aircraft’s particular path. Some of the main drawbacks of hard - time real -

time systems are: minimal latency during task switching, run - to - deadline, pre

-  emptive  multi  -  tasking,  priority  inheritance  and  primarily  meeting  the

requirements.  Figure 1 demonstrates Timing constraints with a time – utility

function in hard real-time system. 

Fig 1.2  Time-utility Function for Hard Real-Time Systems
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1.2.2 Soft Real-Time Systems

For soft real-time systems meeting deadlines are important but time constraint is

not important. They may be delay of few miliseconds.In soft real-time system

are performed as fast as possible. In this late completion of jobs is undesirable

but  not  fatal.  System  performance  degrades  as  more  and  more  jobs  miss

deadlines. It is a best effort system. Most OS are soft real-time. Examples of

Soft real-time systems are muitlimedia transmission and reception, Networking,

websites and services, computer games, online databases.

 

Fig 1.3 Time-Utility Function for Soft Real –Time System

1.3 Xenomai

Xenomai is a frame work which is a real time operating system working framework

APIs accessible to Linux-based stages. At the point when the objective Linux part

can't  meet the prerequisites as for reaction time limitations, Xenomai can likewise

enhance it for conveying stringent continuous assurances. 

 Xenomai can help you in: 

• Planning, creating and running an ongoing application on Linux. 

• Moving an application from a restrictive RTOS to Linux. 

•  Ideally  running  RTOS applications  (VxWorks,  pSOS,  VRTX,  uITRON, POSIX)

nearby local Linux applications.

Though we have many real-time applications but we aimed to implement this because

here the operations or tasks are performed based on the priority or requirement. For
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example in all the operations systems if a car going to meet with an accident then

suddenly we apply brakes then it operates after those airbags opens but in Xenomai it

entirely  depends  on the  priority  of  the  tasks  in  Xenomai  if  a  car  is  met  with  an

accident then immediately airbags open even before the application of the brakes. 

                

                                        Fig 1.4 Xenomai Architecture

Linux syscall interface: 

The framework call is the principal interface between an application and the Linux

piece. 

System calls and library wrapper capacities: 

Framework  or  system  calls  are  commonly  not  summoned  straightforwardly,  but

instead through wrapper works in glibc (or maybe some other library). Frequently,

however not generally, the name of the wrapper work is equivalent to the name of the

framework call  that  it  conjures.  For  instance,  glibc  contains  a  capacity  truncate()

which summons the fundamental "truncate" framework call.

Xenomai Types There are differing types or versions in Xenomai they're Xenomai

one.0,  Xenomai  2,  Xenomai  2.6,Xenomai  3.  Xenomai  two  is  predicated  on  the

implementation of a twin kernel system. It depends on the i-pipe and this i-pipe is

helpful by the user as a result of it doesn’t price that abundant and is on the market for

many architectures. A number of the issues which might be sorted in Xenomai 2 are 
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1. On every occasion time period applications might not be needed and that they don't

use the dual kernel.

2. Debugging is tough and also the kernel problem results in the improper style of

computer code. In Xenomai 3 we have 2 types of configurations they are single and

dual configuration. Xenomai 3 uses the non-posix RTOS APIS or emulators in the

user space. Xenomai 3 has many advantages as compared to Xenomai 2.

1.4 Xenomai Skins:

The Xenomai center is a theoretical RTOS that gives working framework assets and

conventional  structure  hinders  for  structure  diverse  RTOS  interfaces  called  skins.

These skins emulate the diverse RTOS APIs, permitting straight forward porting of

existing applications to Xenomai.  The building blocks form the Xenomai nucleus.

Xenomai accompanies the accompanying skins.

• POSIX

• Psos

• RTAI

• Uitron

• VRTX

• VxWorks

• Xenomai native API

1.5 Multiprocessing System:

A thread of execution is the littlest plan of changed guidelines that can be overseen

freely by a  scheduler.Asymmetric  Multi  Processing includes  various threads to  be

executed on different centers relying on the design of the framework. At the working

framework level, multiprocessing is included as the execution of various concurrent

undertakings in a framework, with each task being performed on a different CPU or
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center, as turn around to a solitary undertaking at any one minute. Multi Threading is

the  capacity  of  the  processor  or  CPU  to  execute  different  threads  or

procedures.Multiprocessing  reflects  genuine parallel  running of  various  procedures

utilizing numerous processors. Multiprocessing surely don't pass on one process or

tasks utilizes numerous processors.

Most PC frameworks are single processor frameworks yet multiprocessor frameworks

are expanding in significance these days. These frameworks have different processors

working in parallel that share the PC clock, memory, bus, peripheral devices and so

on.

There are for the most part two kinds of multiprocessor frameworks. These are: 

• Symmetric Multiprocessor System 

• Asymmetric Multiprocessor System 

In  symmetric  multiprocessing,  numerous  processors  share  a  typical  memory  and

working framework. These processors work pair to execute processes. The working

framework treats every one of the processors similarly, and no processor is held for

exceptional purposes.

1.5.1 Symmetric Multiprocessing System

Symmetric multiprocessing is otherwise called tightly coupled multiprocessing as all

the CPU's are associated at  the buslevel and approach a mutual memory.  All  the

parallel processors in symmetric multiprocessing have their private reserve memory to

diminish framework transport traffic and furthermore decrease the information get to

time. 

Symmetric multiprocessing frameworks enable a processor to execute any procedure

regardless of where its information is situated in memory. The main stipulation is that

a procedure ought not be executing on at least two processors in the meantime. When
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all  is said in done,  the symmetric multiprocessing framework does not surpass 16

processors as this sum can be easily taken care of by the working framework.

A portion of the employments of symmetric multiprocessing are as per the following:

Symmetric  multiprocessing  is  helpful  for  time  sharing  frameworks  as  these  have

numerous procedures running in parallel. In this way, these procedures can be booked

on parallel processors utilizing symmetric multiprocessing. Symmetric handling isn't

so helpful in PCs except if multithreaded writing computer programs is considered.

The  different  strings  can  be  planned  on  the  parallel  processors.  Time  sharing

frameworks  that  utilization  multithreading  programming  can  likewise  utilize

symmetric multiprogramming.

The throughput of the framework is expanded in symmetric multiprocessing. As there

are numerous processors, more procedures are executed. Symmetric multiprocessing

frameworks are substantially more solid than single processor frameworks. Regardless

of  whether  a  processor  comes  up  short,  the  framework  still  perseveres.  Just  its

effectiveness is diminished a bit.

                                     Fig 1.5 Symmetric Multiprocessing System

A few weaknesses of symmetric multiprocessing are as follows
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1. The working framework handles every one of the processors in  symmetric

multiprocessing framework. This prompts a convoluted working framework

that is hard to plan and oversee. 

2. Every  one  of  the  processors  in  symmetric  multiprocessing  framework  are

associated with a similar principle memory. So a huge fundamental memory is

required to suit every one of these processors.

1.5.2 Asymmetric Multiprocessing System

Asymmetric  multiprocessor  frameworks are  a  piece  of  multiprocessor  frameworks

alongside  symmetric  multiprocessor  frameworks.  Multiprocessor  frameworks  have

numerous  processors  working  in  parallel  that  share  the  PC  clock,  memory,

transport,peripheral devices and so forth.

           

                                         Fig 1.6 Asymmetric Multiprocessing System

In case of asymmetric multiprocessing the program tasks are carefully isolated by sort

among processors and ordinarily, every processor has its very own memory address

space.  These highlights make unbalanced multiprocessing hard to actualize.  The 2

figures beneath are 2 instances of deviated multiprocessor designs.
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We have different designs in asymmetric mutiprocessing they are as follows

                Fig 1.7 Asymmetric Multiprocessing with numerous memory units

Asymmetric multiprocessing with numerious memory units with a portion of those

not shared by all processors.

                           

 Fig 1.8 Asymmetric Multiprocessing with one processor

This configuration consists of only one processor doing all Inputs and outputs.

Every  one  of  the  processors  are  not  treated  similarly  in  asymmetric

multiprogramming. For instance, a processor may deal with just I/O related tasks and

another may deal with just working framework code. This is in direct difference to

symmetric multiprocessing frameworks on the grounds that there all processors are

dealt with similarly and may play out any required activity. 
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The processors in asymmetric multiprocessing may have an master slave relationship

for example a processor may allocate procedures to different processors. 

Asymmetric multiprocessing frameworks were the main alternatives accessible before

symmetric multiprocessing frameworks developed. Indeed, even right now, they are a

less expensive choice when contrasted with symmetric multiprocessing frameworks.

1.5.3 Symmetric Multiprocessing vs Asymmetric Multiprocessing 

Fig 1.9 symmetric vs asymmetric multiprocessing

A few contrasts between symmetric multiprocessing and lopsided multiprocessing are

represented as follows 

1. In  symmetric  multiprocessing,  all  processors  are  equivalent.  So  they  can

execute any sort of procedures as required. In Asymmetric multiprocessing,

the  processors  are  inalienably  unequal.  There  might  be  an  master  slave

relationship  where  the  ace  processor  may  appoint  procedures  to  different

processors. 

2. The  processors  accept  forms  from prepared  line  as  required  in  symmetric

multiprocessing. There may even be isolated prepared lines for every one of
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the processors. Conversely, forms are allocated to processors as indicated by

explicit rules in awry handling. 

3. On the off chance that a processor bombs in symmetric multiprocessing, its

undertakings  are  isolated  among  different  processors  and  effectiveness  of

framework decreases. 

4. In any case, this is progressively entangled in lopsided figuring. On the off

chance that an ace processor comes up short than a slave processor is assigned

as  ace  and  if  a  slave  processor  fizzles,  its  errands  are  partitioned  among

different slaves. 

5. Every one of the processors in symmetric multiprocessing share comparative

engineering  while  the  design  might  be  distinctive  for  every  processor  in

asymmetric multiprocessing. 

6. Asymmetric multiprocessing framework is a lot simpler to plan and deal with

than symmetric multiprocessing framework. This is one reason it is relatively

less expensive.

The choice to utilize Symmetric or Asymmetric Multiprocessing  generally will be

about what's least demanding to execute. Applications that previously keep running on

a  symmetric  Multiprocessing  OS,  for  example,  Linux,  can  undoubtedly  scale  by

including more centers under SMP. Asymmetric Multiprocessing   is a decent decision

if the application has clear parallelism that is effectively divided to the quantity of

centers at the client level.

1.6 Multithreading

Multithreading is  the capacity  of a working framework procedure to  deal with its

utilization by more than one client at any given moment and to try and deal with

numerous solicitations by a similar client without needing different duplicates of the

programming running in the PC. Every client demand for a program or framework

administration (and here a client can likewise be another program) is monitored as a
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string  with  a  different  character.  As  programs  deal  with  sake  of  the  underlying

solicitation for that threads and are hindered by different solicitations, the status of

work in the interest of that thread is monitored until the work is finished.

Threads are termed as Lightweight procedures. The CPU switches quickly forward

and backward among the threads giving hallucination that the threads are running in

parallel.  As each thread has its  own free asset  for procedure execution,  numerous

procedures can be executed parallely by expanding number of threads.

1.6.1 Types of Thread

We have two types of threads 

1. User Threads 

2. Kernel Threads 

User threads, are over the part and without portion support. These are the threads that

application developers use in their projects. 

kernel threads are bolstered inside the kernel of the OS itself. All advanced OSs level

threads, enabling the portion to play out various synchronous undertakings as well as

to support numerous part framework calls.

Thread libraries furnish software engineers with API for creation and the board of

threads.Thread libraries might be actualized either in user space or in kernel space.

The user space includes API capacities executed exclusively inside the user space,

with no portion support. The bit space includes framework calls, and requires a kernel

with thread library support.

1.6.2 Thread Libraries

Thread libraries furnish software engineers with API for creation and the board of

threads. Thread libraries might be actualized either in user space or in kernel space.

The user space includes API capacities executed exclusively inside the user space,
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with no portion support. The bit space includes framework calls, and requires a kernel

with thread library support.

1. POSIX  Pitheads,  might  be  given  as  either  a  user  or  kernel  library,  as  an

augmentation to the POSIX standard. 

2. Win32  threads,  are  given  as  a  kernel-level  dimension  library  on  Windows

frameworks. 

3. Java strings: Since Java for the most part  keeps running on a Java Virtual

Machine, the usage of threads depends on whatever OS and equipment the

JVM is running on, for example either Pitheads or Win32 threads relying upon

the framework.

1.6.3 Pthread 

The pthread libraries are a benchmarks based string API for C/C++. It enables

one  to  generate  another  simultaneous  procedure  stream.  It  is  best  on  multi-

processor  or  multi-center  frameworks  where  the  procedure  stream  can  be

planned to keep running on another  processor in  this  way picking up speed

through  parallel  or  dispersed  handling.  Threads  require  less  overhead  than

"forking" or bringing forth another procedure on the grounds that the framework

does not introduce another framework virtual memory space and condition for

the procedure. While best on a multiprocessor framework, gains are likewise

found on uniprocessor  frameworks  which  misuse  inertness  in  I/O and other

framework  capacities  which  may  end  process  execution.   The  reason  for

utilizing the POSIX string library in your product is to execute programming

quicker.
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW

1. Implementation of Xenomai Framework in GNU/Linux Environment to

run Applications in a Real Time Environment:

          Authors: K.Sripath Roy, K.Gowthami

Point  of  the  project  is  to  portray  the  accomplishment  of  the  new  Linux

movement of considered into Debian Linux and Xenomai Real-time structure.

The strategies/Analysis is the affirmation is actuated through regarded necessity

of  ongoing  working  frameworks  in  late  programming  advancements.  The

Fundamentals  destinations of movement such is  propose exemplary working

frameworks which is to consolidate is Xenomai base . It constant development

isis co-working with GNU/Linux working frameworks condition. It is general

Xenomai innovation which goes for helping the application architects which is

relying  upon  the  customary  RTOS  to  which  expel  to  a  GNU/Linux  based

execution condition, reworking their applications whole at no cost. The Porting

of  Xenomai  is  to  Debian  based  Operating  Systems  and  the  assessment  of

execution parameters resembles clock test, Latency test on a General Purpose

Computer

2. Implementation Of Asymmetric Processing On Intel Processors To Implement

Iot Applications On Gnu/Linux Framework

Authors: S. Poonam, K. Sripath Roy

The brief of Linux kernel is that it is not capable of hard real-time processes. The

reason behind it is that it’s unpredictable scheduling, non pre-emptible kernel and

disabling interrupts usable for synchronization. Since the Linux process is a heavy

weight process it takes a lot of time to switch between processes and it reorders 
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request for efficiency. While executing a process Linux uses a process based model 

instead  of  thread  model  and  it  is  a  major  disadvantage  of  Linux.  A small  high

priority  real  time  kernel  runs  between  standard  Linux  and  Hardware  to  make

standard Linux hard real time. The normal Linux processes are suspended when the

real time tasks are executed by real time kernel.  To bebefit  these hard real time

capabilities to Linux, Xenomai runs a micro kernel between hardware and Linux

kernel. Xenomai plays a key role in migrating application from proprietary RTOS to

Linux and optimally runs RTOS alongside native Linux-based applications.
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CHAPTER-3

METHODOLOGY

3.1 Scheduling

A schedule or a timetable, as a fundamental time-administration apparatus, comprises

of a list of times at which possible tasks, events, or actions are proposed to make put,

or of an arrangement of events in the sequential request in which such things are

expected to occur.  The way toward making a schedule - choosing how to arrange

these tasks and how to commit assets  between the variety of conceivable tasks is

called scheduling.

3.1.1 Scheduling Criteria

There are many parameters to look upon when choosing to the "best" scheduling

algorithm for an instance and environment, including:

CPU usage  -  Ideally  the  CPU would  be  occupied  100% of  the  time,  in  order  to

squander 0 CPU cycles.  On a genuine framework CPU use should run from 40%

(softly stacked) to 90% (intensely stacked). 

Throughput - Number of tasks finished per unit time. May extend from 10/second to

1/hour relying upon the particular procedures. 

Turnaround time - Time required for a specific task to finish, from starting time to

completion of task (Wall clock time). 

Waiting time – The amount of time forms spend in the prepared line hanging to get on

the CPU. 

(Average Load - The normal number of tasks sitting in the prepared line holding up to

get  into the CPU. Revealed in 1-minute,  5-minutes,  and 15-minutes  midpoints  by

"uptime" and "who"). 

Response time -  The time taken in an intelligent  program from the issuance of a

charge to the initiate of a reaction to that order. 

At the point when all is said in completed one needs to enhance the typical estimation

of a criteria ( Maximize CPU utilize and throughput, and farthest point all the others).
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However few times one needs to achieve something unique, for instance, to restrict

the  most  extraordinary  Sometimes  it  is  most  alluring  to  limit  the  difference  of  a

criteria  than  the  genuine  esteem.  I.e.  clients  are  more  tolerating  of  a  steady

unsurprising framework than a conflicting one, regardless of whether it is a smidgen

slower.

3.1.2 First-Come First-Serve Scheduling, FCFS

 Unfortunately,  FCFS  can  result  in  some  very  large  average  wait  times,

particularly if the first task takes to get there  a large period. 

 FCFS  is  extremely  straightforward  -  Just  a  FIFO  line,  similar  to  clients

holding up in line at the bank or the mail station or at a duplicating machine.

                                       Fig-3.1 First-Come First-Serve Scheduling

3.1.3 Shortest-Job-First Scheduling, SJF

 The point with SJF technique is to pick the speediest quickest little task that

takes to be done, complete it and expel off the beaten path in the first place,

and afterward pick the following littlest speediest errand to work straightaway.

 Technically this calculation picks an assignment basing on the following most

limited CPU burst, not the general errand time.

 SJF  can  be  turned  out  to  be  the  speediest  booking  technique,  however  it

experiences one imperative issue: How do the developer knows what amount

of time the following CPU burst will be?
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 For longer bunch employments this should be possible basing upon the limits

that  clients  preset  for  their  assignments  when  they  submit  errands,  which

urges them to set low cutoff points, however chances their having to re-enter

the undertakings on the off chance that they set the breaking point too low.

However that does not work for here and now CPU planning on an instinctive

system.

 Another  decision  is  measurably  measure  the  run  time  characteristics  of

occupations, particularly if comparable errands are keep running on and on

and normally. In any case, before long that genuinely isn't a plausible decision

for without a moment's hesitation CPU getting ready for this present reality.

 most practical method is prediction of the length of the next burst, basing on

some previous measurement of recent burst times for this task.

                             

                                       Fig-3.2 Shortest Job First Scheduling

3.1.4 Priority Scheduling

 Priority arranging is a more wide example of SJF, in which each task is alloted

a need and the undertaking with the most urgency gets booked first. SJF uses

the opposite of the accompanying expected burst time as its need - The more

diminutive the typical burst, the higher the need.

 By practice we found that, needs are executed utilizing whole numbers inside

a  settled  range,  however  there  is  no  settled  upon tradition  with  respect  to
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whether  "high" urgencies  utilize extensive  numbers  or  little  numbers.  This

method  utilizes  low  number  for  urgency  values,  with  0  being  the  most

elevated conceivable need. 

 Priorities  can  be  given  out  either  inside  or  remotely.  Interior  needs  are

consigned by the OS using criteria, for instance, ordinary burst time, extent of

CPU to I/O development, structure resource use, and diverse segments open to

the  piece.  External  needs  are  doled  out  by  customers,  in  light  of  the

importance of the movement, costs paid, authoritative issues, etc.

 

 Priority  planning  can  be  either  preemptive  or  non-preemptive.  Priority

arranging  can  encounter  the  evil  impacts  of  an  important  issue  known as

indeterminate blocking, or starvation, in which a low-require task can hold up

ceaselessly  in  light  of  the  way  that  there  are  continually  some  unique

occupations around that have higher need.

                                      

                                           Fig-3.3 Priority Scheduling

3.1.5 Round Robin Scheduling:

 Round robin strategy is like FCFS scheduling, aside from that CPU bursts will

be set with limits called time quantum.
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 When an task is given the CPU, a clock is set for the value that is already

stored for a period quantum.

 If the task is finished burst before the time quantum clock lapses, at that point

it is swapped out of the CPU simply like the typical FCFS algorithm.

 If the timer goes beyond the quantum, then the task is changed from the CPU

and will be placed at the end of ready queue

 The circular queue is chosen for prepared line, so when all tasks have had a

turn,  at  that  point  the  scheduler  permits  the  primary  assignment  another

possibility, etc.

 RR methodology can give the impact of all tasks are sharing the CPU equally,

even though the normal hold up time can be bigger than with other scheduling

approach.

         

                                           Fig-3.4 Round Robin Scheduling
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3.2 Methodology:

                                   

                                                  Fig:3.5  Block diagram and explanation

3.2.1. Installing Standard Linux Kernel.

The first step is to install standard Linux kernel and configuring the kernel to perform

Asymmetric Multi Processing.

3.2.2  Configuring standard Linux kernel for Asymmetric multi processing using

POSIX API’S.

After installing Standard Linux kernel we implemented multi processing with the help

of POSIX (portable operating system interface) threads.

We implement multi processing by creating and processing large number of POSIX

threads .As a part of asynchronous multi processing, we allocated specific threads to a

particular processor. We defined 4 tasks and tasks were assigned to each processor

3.2.3 Testing on various processors

Next  we  worked  on  various  processors  to  implement  asynchronous  process  by

creating and processing a number of threads where threads were assigned to process

specific tasks. We implemented multi processing successfully and thread parameters

for each thread are obtained.
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3.2.4.  Calculating  Latencies  and  verifying  system  performance  for  various

processors.

After getting the thread related parameters by asynchronous processing, we found

latency for each thread. It gives timing for each thread, which is most important for an

real  time operating  system.  We also  verified  multiprocessing  on the  system level

using system monitor performance. Later the graphs were plotted for asynchronous

processing for various processors.

3.3 Test for performance:

After  the  successful  building  of  the  kernel,  we  need  to  test  the  behavior  and

performance of the kernel to justify the real time behavior of the kernel. To verify the

functional behavior and performance metrics of the kernel, we need to carry some

standard test benches like latency test.

3.3.1 Installation steps:

The installation process for building the kernel is as follows

 Download stable Linux version
 Download Xenomai-3.0.5 version
 Collect stable I-pipe version
 Build essential Linux packages
 Patch Linux Kernel with Xenomai
 Configure Linux Patch
 Compile Kernel
 Testing the Kernel
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                                                 Fig.3.6 Installation flow of Xenomai

3.3.2 Downloading stable linux source:

      Stable linux lernel linux i.e Linux-4.9.51 has to be downloaded from the official

website

3.3.3 Downloading Xenomai 3.0.5 version:

      Xenomai-3.0.5 version has to be downloaded

3.3.4 Collecting Stable I-pipe Core:

      Download the stable I-pipe core-4.9.51-x86-4 patch

3.3.5 Build essential packages in Linux:

     Essential packages were built in downloaded Linux kernel using

   “apt-get install build-essential gcc libncurses5-dev libssl-dev”  libncurses5-dev

package will make the kernel easier to configure.

3.3.6 Patch Linux Kernel with Xenomai

    Now we need to patch our downloaded stable linux kernel with xenomai using

  “/scripts/prepare-kernel.sh-linux=../../linux-4.9.51/linux-4.9.51/--ipipe=../../ipipe-

core-4.9.51-x86-4.patch-arch=x86-4”
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3.3.7 Configuring Patched Kernel:

   Using  “make localmodconfig”  detects currently running kernel components and

marks them for compilation.

“make menuconfig” is used to choose what to compile. Here we make changes and

generate a .config file.

During configuring we need to enable and disable some settings

3.3.8 Power Management:

   Power management  should not  be  disabled globally,  the only  which  are to  be

disabled in this area are 

CONFIG_APM
CONFIG_ACPI_PROCESSOR

CPU Frequency scaling:

 CONFIG_CPU_FREQ – Disable
Numerous  CPUs  change  the  TSC  checking  recurrence  which  makes  it

pointless for exact planning when the CPU clock can change.Also a few CPUs

take a few milliseconds to increase to full speed. Thus, by incapacitating this

enables the CPU to be adjusted with workload.
 CONFIG_CPU_IDLE – Disable

This enables the CPU to enter profound rest states ,  expanding the time it

removes  to  get  from  these  rest  states.Timers  used  by  Xenomai  stop

functioning when entered into these sleep states. 

 CONFIG_APM – Disable
Power management control to the BIOS is assigned by the APM model. BIOS

code is never composed in light of best inertness. APM schedules are conjured

with SMI need if designed, this sidesteps the I-pipe totally.

 CONFIG_ACPI_PROCESSOR – Disable
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The ACPI processor  module disables the local  ACPI which will  cause the

Xenomai timer initialization to fail due to this reason we disable this option.

 CONFIG_INTEL_IDLE – Disale

This causes huge latencies due to the fact that the ACPI clock that Xenomai

uses  may  not  fire  any  longer,  likewise  simply  like

CONFIG_ACPI_PROCESSOR, this sit out of gear driver sends the CPU into

deep C states.

3.3.9 Compile Kernel:

    Now we need to compile our linux kernel using

 “Sudo make-j$(nproc—all)”
This  command  is  used  to  compile  the  kernel.  “$”  represents  number  of

processors
 “make modules_install”

This command is used to finish compiling the rest of the kernel
 “make install”

This will automatically copy the kernel to your / boot folder  and generate the

appropriate files to make it work.

3.4 Test Cases:

Before Performing the functional testing on the kernel we need to test whether the

xenomai  features are patched with our compiled linux kernel or not, which can be

done using the commands “dmesg grep | xenomai”, “dmesg grep | xenomai-i”.

Many  benchmarking  tools  for  both  real-time  and  user-space  kernels  comes  with

Xenomai  and  they  are  accessible  from  /usr/xenomai/bin. The  tests  include  the

following:

 Clocktest
 Switchbench
 Latency
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3.4.1 Clocktest:

Clock test is a bit of the Xenomai test which tests the Clock. For each CPU, it prints

again  and  again  a  time  offset  (contrasted  and  the  reference  gettimeofday()),  the

amount of wraps and greatest wrap in microseconds and a drift value.

For this program to run you need to run ./clocktest in the suitable Xenomai enabled

kernel

Options:

  Clock test accepts the following options:

-C<clock_id>

 Clock to be tested, default=0 (CLOCK_REALTIME=0, CLOCK_MONOTONIC=1,

CLOCK_HOST_REALTIME=42)

-T<test _duration_seconds>

default=0 (Never stop, ^C to end)

-D

Extra diagnostics for CLOCK_HOST_REALTIME will be printed

3.4.2  Latency:

             This test is the best indicator of your real-time performance, it verifies the

overall performance of your system. In the event that you have effectively introduced

an accurately working continuous part this test will tell you quickly. It gauges the

distinction in time between the time when an task is really called by the scheduler and

the time between the normal switch time. This test prints minimum, average , and

maximum latencies for that period and in addition minimum and maximum overall

latencies that happened over the whole test  for each one moment. Open up some

different projects, duplicate a few records from one area to other , and load the system

association with perceive the amount it influences the idleness. You should discover

somewhat lesser latencies with part space test than client space test.     

The execution of the continuous undertakings is  constrained by the most extreme

inertness. At the point when RTAI plays out an adjustment at startup that tries to limit

the jitter in the ongoing errand and foresees the call we get a negative time in the
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dormancy test. You additionally ought not perceive any invades, which happens when

the inertness totally surpasses your nominal period.

 We  get  a  consequence  of  most  extreme  latency  of  a  few  hundred

microseconds and you may have a SMI (System Maintenance Interrupt) issue, when

you occasionally observe an overrun (maybe at regular intervals). This element can be

found on certain chipsets e.g. Intel 82845. A few PCs may harm due to overheat on

the disabling of SMI. Other "latency killers" are: utilizing a quickened X-server, USB

inheritance  bolster,  heavy  DMA  exercises  (utilizing  the  hard  plate),  control

administration (APM and ACPI), and CPU recurrence scaling. On the disabling all of

these in the kernel already, check your BIOS and check whether you can disabled

them there.

Options:

Latency accepts the following options:

-h

Histograms of max, avg, min latencies will be printed.

-g<file>

Dump histogram to  <file>  in  a  format  which  is  easily  readable  with  gnuplot.  In

scripts/histo.gp in  Xenomai sources distributions u can find an example script for

gnuplot.

-s

Statistics of max, avg, min latencies will be printed.

-H<histogram-size>

Default=200, increase if your last bucket is full

-B<bucket-size>

Default =1000ns, decrease for more resolution

-p<period_us>

Sampling period

-I<data-lines per header>

Default=21, 0  to suppress headers

-T<test_duration_seconds>

Default=0, so ^C to end
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-q

Suppresses RTH, RTD lines if –T is used

-D<testing_device_no>

Number of testing devices, default=0

-t<test_mode>

0=user task (default), 1=kernel task, 2=timer IRQ

-f

For each new max latency freezes trace

-c<cpu>

Pin measuring task down to given CPU

-P<priority>

Task priority ( test mode 0 and 1 only)

-b

Break upon mode switch

3.4.3 Switch test:

          Thread context switches can be tested using this test. Switch test creates threads

of various types and prints the count of context switches every second and attempts to

switch context between these threads.

          The data with respect to the most extreme measure of time RTAI needs to

disable the interrupts is given by this test. The test utilizes a repeated grouping of

resume/suspend/and semaphore flag/hold up calls under a substantial handling load.

The exchanging time ought to be not as much as the most extreme inertness time. The

characteristic  disadvantage  of  utilizing  universally  useful  CPU  for  constant

applications, the genuine inertness impediment is at times because of RTAI .

Options:

The characteristics of a thread to be created is specified by each threadspec

threadspec= (rtk|rtup|rtus|rtuo)(_fp|_ufpp|_ufps)*[0-9]*

rtus-running in secondary mode the user-space real-time thread

rtk-kernel space real-time thread
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rtuo-  oscillating  between primary and secondary  mode for  a  user-space  real-time

thread

rtup-running in primary mode the user-space real-time thread

_fp—the thread created will have the XNFPU bit armed, this is valid only for rtk

_ufps—with the secondary mode the created thread will use the FPU, this is invalid

for rtk and rtup

_ufpp—with the primary mode the created thread will use the FPU, this is invalid for

rtus

[0-9]—ID of the CPU where the created thread will run is specified by this, if it is not

specified it is 0 by default

Switchtest accepts the following options:

--help, -h

Usage information will be printed and exit

--lines<lines>,-I<lines>

Headers every<lines>lines will be printed

--quiet or –q

Printing every second the count of ncontext switches in the program will be prevented

--timeout<duration>,-T<duration>

Test duration will be limited to <duration>seconds

--nofpu, -n

Any utilization FPU instructions will be shown.
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CHAPTER 4

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

4.1 Building Essential Packages In Linux

First we need to build the essential packages, The libncurses5-dev package will make

it simpler to design the kernel, so make a point to introduce it.

Fig 4.1 Building Essential Packages In Linux

4.2 Preparing Linux kernel With Xenomai Patch

Now we need to patch our downloaded stable Linux kernel with Xenomai using

“/scripts/prepare-kernel.sh-Linux=../../Linux-4.9.51/Linux-4.9.51/--

ipipe=../../ipipe-core- 4.9.51-x86-4.patch-arch=x86-4”
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Fig 4.2 Preparing Linux kernel with xenomai patch

4.3 Compiling Patched Kernel

“sudo make -j$(nproc --all)”

This command is used to compile the kernel."$" represents number of

processors.

Fig 4.3 Compiling Patched Kernel 
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4.4 Clock Test

Performing Clock test using ./clocktest

Fig 4.4 Clock Tests on PC(x86) running Xenomai 3

Fig 4.5 Clock Tests on PC(x86) running Xenomai 3
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4.5 Latency Test

Performing Latency test using ./latency

   Fig 4.6 Latency Test on Periodic User Task with Priority 1 on PC(x86) running

Xenomai 3

Fig 4.7 Latency Test on Periodic Kernel Task with Priority 1 on PC(x86) running

Xenomai 3
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4.6 Switch Test

Performing switch test using ./switchtest.

Fig 4.8 Usage Of Switch Test

Fig 4.9 Switchtest on PC(x86) running Xenomai 3
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4.7 Asynchronous Processing on Multi Core Processors

Various threads were created and each thread is given a specific task.

Fig 4.10 Thread Creation For Asynchronous MultiProcessing

4.8 MultiProcessing On Normal Linux Kernel

Creation of threads latency time and end time of each thread.

Fig 4.11 Multiprocessing  On Normal Linux Kernel
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4.9 MultiProcessing On Xenomai Kernel

Creation of threads latency time and end time of each thread.

Fig 4.12 MultiProcessing On xenomai Kernel

4.10 Asynchronous Processing On Standard Linux Kernel

Fig 4.13 Asynchronous Processing On Standard Linux Kernel
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4.11 Asynchronous Processing plot on standard Linux kernel 

Fig 4.14  Asynchronous Processing plot on standard Linux kernel

4.12 Asynchronous Processing plot on Xenomai kernel 

Fig 4.15 Asynchronous Processing Plot On Xenomai Kernel
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CHAPTER-5

CONCLUSION

We implemented the synchronous processing on standard Linux kernel which

is configured with Xenomai and performed functional tests like latency, clock and

switch tests. And implemented  asymmetric processing on linux kernel and xenomai

kernel  and  calculated  the  latency  values  and,  and  we  also  verified  the  multi

processing  on  system  level  using  system  monitor  performance,  and  graphs  were

plotted for various asymmetric processing on normal linux and xenomai kernels.
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CHAPTER-6

FUTURE SCOPE

Xenomai  sholud be built on free scale i.MX6  Sabre  SD board to carry out

some test cases. Asymmetric multiprocessing tasks has to be executed on the  Sabre

SD board ported with Xenomai. These tasks helps us to test the performance of the

board. These functional tests include clock test, latency test and switching test, which

helps us to run hard real-time applications. The latency values calculated from these

tests are to be compared with differents processors.
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